OFFICE ORDER

Sub.: Amendment in Terms & Conditions and parameters for permitting laying of OFC Cables including erection of Ground Based Mast (GBMs) in RIICO Industrial Areas (including the transferred Industrial Areas).

Ref.: Office Order No. Sr. DGM/Tech./Agenda/107 dated 04.03.2014,
Office Order No. Sr. DGM/Tech./Agenda/344 dated 30.05.2014,
Office Order No. Sr. DGM/Tech./Agenda/888 dated 21.11.2014,
Office Order No. Sr. DGM/Tech./Agenda/222 dated 11.03.2015,
Office Order No. Sr. DGM/Tech./Agenda/671 dated 21.08.2015
and Office Order No. Sr. DGM/Tech./Agenda/113 dated 05.02.2016

IDC in its meeting dated 26.02.2014 decided the policy for permitting Terms & Conditions and parameters for permitting erection of Ground Based Mast (GBMs) in RIICO Industrial Areas for Broad Band Wireless Services and accordingly the office order for Terms & Conditions and parameters for permitting laying of OFC Cables including erection of Ground Based Mast (GBMs) in RIICO Industrial Areas (including the transferred Industrial Areas) was issued vide Office Order No. Sr. DGM/Tech./Agenda/107 dated 04.03.2014. Further subsequent amendments were issued from time to time.

As per the decision of management condition no. 7 and condition no. 25(c) (subsequently amended vide order no. Sr. DGM/Tech./Agenda/222 dated 11.03.2015 and Sr. DGM/Tech./Agenda/671 dated 21.08.2015) are amended as under:

Condition No. 7 – GBM will not be installed within the premises or not less than 15 mtr from the boundary of Schools, Hospitals, Sports Grounds and 500 mtr radius of Jail Campus.
Condition No. 25(c) – Service Provider will maintain at least 1 major park / roundabout / open space in an industrial area irrespective of no. of GBMs erected by the service provider. Service provider may in lieu of this can make cash contribution of Rs. 10,000/- per GBM annually to be used only for the same purpose.

This may also be made applicable in old cases with retrospective effect where the parks are not maintained properly.

This bears the approval of Managing Director.

(D.P. [atav])
General Manager (Civil)

Copy to:
1. Advisor (Infra)
2. CGM (BP)
3. GM (F-IPI) / AGM (F-IPI)
4. STP
5. Sr. DGM (P&D) (Sh. SKG) / (Sh. DKS)
6. RM (Sh. RKM) / (Sh. AKS) / (Sh. CBI) / (Sh. RCG)
7. DGM (Computer) for hosting on RIICO Website.
8. Unit Head, RIICO Ltd., .........................

Copy also to: Sr. PS to MD for kind information of MD.